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This article provides a quick overview of Janet. The core facilities and conceptual ideas of
Janet.CAS (cooperative agent system) and Janet.ADÉ (Automatic Distributed Execution)
are presented and explained. For a more detailed overview of Janet the interested reader is
referred to the document "Architecture and Design of Janet1".
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Nodes

Agents in Janet reside on nodes. There can be several nodes in a network and there can be
several nodes on one workstation (since you can startup several Java VMs on one work-
station). A network with several nodes that are all connected with each other is called a
cluster in the following. A node is defined by its node descriptor. The node descriptor is a
good starting point to explain basic concepts of Janet. Figure 1 on the next page shows a
simplified minimal node descriptor.

1 http://www.objectscape.org/janet/documentation.html#ArchitectureDesign
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!-- node definition for minimal sample node -->
<node version="0.1" showGUI="true" exitVMOnNodeShutdown="true">

<registry centralHostname="localhost" centralPort="1099" localPort="1099" />
<clusterSpaces>

<clusterSpace name="sharedSpace1" hostname="localhost" port="1099" />
</clusterSpaces>
<clusterEventRegistries>

<clusterEventRegistry name="sharedEventRegistry1"
hostname="localhost" port="1099" />

</clusterEventRegistries>
<applications>

<systemApplication>
<exportedEvents>

<event name="EVENT_ADD_LOG_LISTENER"
handler="...AddLogListenerHandler" />

<event name="EVENT_REMOVE_LOG_LISTENER"
handler="...RemoveLogListenerHandler" />

</exportedEvents>
<capabilities>

<capability name="CORE">
<interpreters>

<interpreter>...NodeStartedInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...RegisteredNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...RegisterNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...DeregisterNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...DeregisterNodeFinalInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...RegisterApplicationInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...DeregisterApplicationInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...NodeShutdownInterpreter</interpreter>

</interpreters>
</capability>

</capabilities>
</systemApplication>
<application name="MyApp">

<capabilities>
<capability name="CORE">

<agents>
<agent name="MyAgent1"
executeWhenStarted="myApp.StartCommand" />

</agents>
<interpreters>

<interpreter>myApp.StartInterpreter</interpreter>
<interpreter>...</interpreter>

</interpreters>
</capability>

</capabilities>
</application>

</applications>
</node>

Figure 1: Simplified minimal node descriptor



The Central

All nodes in a network need to have a so-called central. The central manages startup and
shutdown of nodes. It also serves as a reference registry for agents and applications in the
cluster. Every node has a complete registry of agents and applications on other nodes for
agent and capability lookup in the cluster to be immediate. Every node in a cluster needs to
specify on which workstation its central is located. As shown in figure 2 either "localhost"
can be used or the workstation's network name.

<node version="0.1" showGUI="true" exitVMOnNodeShutdown="true">
   <registry centralHostname="localhost" centralPort="1099" localPort="1099" />
   <!-- ... -->
</node>

Figure 2: Specifying the central's location

Applications with Capabilities and Agents

The concept of an application is a central building block of a node. A very simple application
is shown below in figure 3, which is a little more elaborated than the minimal application in
figure 1. To make use of Janet a user has to define applications that are served by the
node. The node creates a protected environment for the application to run it. Only agents of
the same application (located on the local workstation or on additional workstations in the
cluster) can communicate directly with each other. An application is identified by its name.
Applications with the same name on different nodes are considered by Janet to be the same
application. However, an application's definition does not need to be identical on every
node. Agents of different applications can only communicate indirectly with each other
through events.

<applications>
    <application name="CAT_MOUSE_GAME">
        <capabilities>
            <capability name="CAT">
                <agents>
                    <agent name="Cat1" executeWhenStarted="...StartCommand" />
                </agents>
                <interpreters>
                    <interpreter>...StartInterpreter</interpreter>
                    <interpreter>...ChaseMouseInterpreter</interpreter>
                </interpreters>
            </capability>
            <capability name="MOUSE">
                <agents>
                    <agent name="Mouse1" executeWhenStarted="...StartCommand" />
                    <agent name="Mouse2" executeWhenStarted="...StartCommand" />
                </agents>
                <interpreters>
                    <interpreter>...StartInterpreter</interpreter>
                    <interpreter>...RunAwayInterpreter</interpreter>
                </interpreters>
            </capability>
        </capabilities>



    </application>
</applications>

Figure 3: Minimal application definition

An application consists of capabilities. Capabilities are a means to partition an application
into logical sub-applications. The sample cat-and-mouse application in figure 3 uses capa-
bilities to partition the functionality of cats and mice into separate capabilities. Every capa-
bility specifies agents. Applications with their capabilities and agents can also be specified
programmatically and added to a node or removed from it at run-time. For every agent a
command can be defined that is sent to the agent right after the agent's capability is acti-
vated (when node startup has finished or the capability has been added to the application at
run-time). The agent's startup command is specified by the executeWhenStarted tag.

Commands and Interpreters

Agents communicate through the asynchronous exchange of commands. A command is
message that passes on information from an agent to another agent. A command carries no
code and cannot make an agent do something. On receipt of a command an agent chooses
an interpreter that deals with the command in some way. It may ignore the command or
start some action it considers appropriate. The command-interpreter pair was developed as
an extension of the command pattern from the "Gang of Four" book. A notification sent from
one agent to another is therefore called a command. Commands received by an agent are
added to a priority queue. A scheduler, which runs in a separate thread, processes the
commands in the agent's command queue. At the time of writing interpreters executed in
response to a command run to completion. Suspendable interpreters can be suspended by
Janet.ADÉ, Janet's load balancing system.

System Application

The system application is a special application that runs the node itself. The system appli-
cation has a capability named CORE. A capability with this name must be provided and it is
not possible to define agents for it. A node's CORE capability is served by a single system
agent that has the highest priority of all agents. The system application may have additional
capabilities for which an arbitrary number of agents may be defined. These agents will run
at second highest priority. Agents of user defined applications all run at the same priority
which is lower than the priorities of the system agents. This makes sure that application
agents cannot cause system agents to starve. Since the system application can be modified
like user applications a node's behavior can be changed entirely by supplying the respective
interpreters of the CORE capability without having to change the system itself.

Events can be exported by user applications as well. An exported event can be signaled by
agents of different applications. Exported events are the means in Janet for agents of differ-
ent applications to communicate. The owner of a node specifies in the exportedEvents sec-
tion what handler to call in response to a signaled event. Figure 4 shows the system appli-
cation of a standard node which also exports events. Full class paths are omitted for brevity.
Complete node descriptors are located in the <janet>/conf directory from which the full class
paths can be seen.



<systemApplication>
    <exportedEvents>
        <event name="EVENT_ADD_LOG_LISTENER"

handler="...AddLogListenerHandler" />
        <event name="EVENT_REMOVE_LOG_LISTENER"
            handler="...RemoveLogListenerHandler" />
    </exportedEvents>
    <capabilities>
        <capability name="CORE">
            <interpreters>
                <interpreter>...NodeStartedInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...RegisteredNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...RegisterNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...DeregisterNodeInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...DeregisterNodeFinalInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...RegisterApplicationInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...DeregisterApplicationInterpreter</interpreter>
                <interpreter>...NodeShutdownInterpreter</interpreter>
            </interpreters>
        </capability>
    </capabilities>
</systemApplication>

Figure 4: The system application

Object Spaces

Object spaces are associative object stores where agents' interpreters can store permanent
information.  There are object spaces on applicaton-level, node-level, and cluster level.
Agents that belong to the same application on the same node may store objects in the ap-
plication-level object space. Agents of all applications on the same node may store objects
in the node-level object space. All agents of all applications of all nodes may store objects in
the cluster-level object space. There can be several cluster-level object spaces, which are
implemented as RMI server objects. For a cluster-level object space to be visible for a node
it has to be defined in the node's descriptor as shown in figure 5. As shown either "local-
host" can be used or the workstation's network name.

<clusterSpaces>
<clusterSpace name="sharedSpace1" hostname="localhost" port="1099" />

</clusterSpaces>

Figure 5: Cluster-level object space definition

Event Registries

Event registries allow agents to register for events that can be signaled by any other agent,
residing on whatever node and pertaining to whatever application. Analogously to object
spaces there are event registries on three levels: application-level, node-level, and cluster-
level. The cluster-level event registry is implemented as an RMI server object. For a cluster-
level event registry to be visible for a node it has to be defined in the node's descriptor as
shown in figure 6. As shown either "localhost" can be used or the workstation's network
name.



<clusterEventRegistries>
    <clusterEventRegistry name="sharedEventRegistry1" hostname="localhost"
port="1099" />
</clusterEventRegistries>

Figure 6: Cluster-level event registry definition

Defining a Command-Interpreter Pair

Commands are in general simple to define as they only contain a notification and carry in-
put/output data. Figure 7 shows a sample command definition: a command has to be made
serializable and needs to have a unique name. Attributes can be added as required by the
user.

package myApp;

import java.io.Serializable;
import org.objectscape.janet.cas.scheduling.ICommand;

public class MyCommand implements ICommand, Serializable
{
      public static final String QualifiedName = "myApp.MyCommand";

protected List params = new ArrayList();

public MyCommand(List params)
      {

super();
            this.params = params;
      }

public String getQualifiedName()
       {

return QualifiedName;
       }

public List getParams()
      {

return params;
      }

      // other required methods of interface ICommand omitted for brevity
}

Figure 7: Sample command definition

Interpreters are more interesting than commands since they contain executable code. Fig-
ure 8 shows a sample interpreter definition: an interpreter needs to define an execute(...)
method, which is invoked by the agent's scheduler when the associated command is pro-
cessed. This method is the interpreter's entry point where execution of the interpreter starts.
Furthermore, an interpreter needs to specify all commands in response of which it needs to



be invoked by implementing the commandNames() method. The agent's scheduler exe-
cutes the first matching interpreter it finds.

package myApp;

import org.objectscape.janet.cas.scheduling.CommandAccessor;
import org.objectscape.janet.cas.scheduling.IInterpreter;
import org.objectscape.commons.util.exception.InvalidMessageException;
import org.objectscape.commons.util.collection.StringList;

public class MyInterpreter implements IInterpreter
{

public MyInterpreter()
           {

super();
           }

public void execute(CommandAccessor cmdAccessor)
           {

if (cmdAccessor.getCommand() instanceof MyCommand)
                        {
                                    MyCommand command = (MyCommand)

cmdAccessor.getCommand();
    List params = command.getParams();
    doSomething(params);

   }
}

public StringList commandNames()
           {

return new StringList(MyCommand.QualifiedName);
           }
}

Figure 8: Sample interpreter definition

When an interpreter is invoked by an agent's scheduler the so-called CommandAccessor is
passed on to the interpreter as a parameter to the execute(...) method. The CommandAc-
cessor provides access to the command executed by the interpreter and to the agent's ap-
plication, the node's object spaces and event registries and to all other agents in the cluster
through proxies. A system agent is granted access to internal objects of the node in addi-
tion. An agent of a user defined application is not granted such access to protect the node's
internal state from being corrupted from applications outside its core. Calling a method that
returns a node's internal objects results in an InsufficientPrivilegeException to be thrown if
not called by a system agent.

Sending a Command

Only an agent can send a command to another agent. Since the executable part of an agent
is comprised of the interpreters of its capability it is only possible to send a command to an-
other agent from within the execute(...) method of an interpreter.



public class MyInterpreter implements IInterpreter
{
     // 
          public void execute(CommandAccessor cmdAccessor)
          {

if(cmdAccessor.getCommand() instanceof MyCommand)
                  {
                            ICommand myCommand = new MyCommand();
                            IAgentProxy agent = cmdAccessor.getAgent( nodeName );
                            agent.accept(myCommand);
                   }
           }
     // 
}

Figure 9: Sample interpreter that sends a command to an agent on node <nodeName>

As shown in figure 9 the interpreter retrieves a proxy to the destination agent from the
CommandAccessor and sends a command to it. The proxy takes care of passing the com-
mand to the destination agent and hides the complexity to accomplish this task from the
user.  Figure 9 shows a very simple case where the destination agent has the same name
as the sending agent and resides on a node named <nodeName>. There is no way to ob-
tain a proxy to an agent belonging to a different application than the sending agent.

// 

if(cmdAccessor.getCommand() instanceof MyCommand)
{
           AgentPath agentPath = new AgentPath(

nodeName , myCapability , myAgentName );
   IAgentProxy agent = cmdAccessor.getAgent(agentPath);
   ICommand myCommand = new MyCommand();
   agent.accept(myCommand);
}

// 

Figure 10: Sending a command from within an interpreter
to an agent specifying an AgentPath.

In figure 10 a more "sophisticated" example is shown where the complete path to the desti-
nation agent is specified to obtain a proxy to it. If the agent specified by the path does not
exist, a NoSuchAgentException is thrown. Thrown exceptions were omitted in the samples
for brevity. It is also possible to define a callback handler that is invoked when an expected
answer has arrived from the destination agent. The interested reader is referred to the more
detailed documentation2 for an explanation.

Ontologies and ACLs

For the time being Janet does not support an explicit ontology or ACL. Ontologies and ACLs

2 http://www.objectscape.org/janet/documentation.html
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still seem to be in a state of ongoing research and development. It therefore appears not
appropriate to make a choice in favor of a specific ontology or ACL at the time of writing.
This is contrary to research-oriented agent systems where using ontologies and ACLs is
part of the research work. The approach in Janet is to wait and see how ontologies and
ACLs will develop in the future. Since the idea of Janet is to bring multi-agents systems to
business applications and industrial applications an eventual future choice for an ontology
will probably be made in the direction of BPEL3 (Business Process Execution Language)
and/or semantic Web services using OWL4. However, since a user of Janet has full control
of her application, she can plug in whatever ontology and ACL she wants to use.

Suspendable Interpreters

Balancing load in Janet is done by suspending executing interpreters and evicting them to
nodes with a matching capability. When defining an interpreter the user has the choice to
implement either the regular IInterpreter interface provided by Janet.CAS or the derived
IWorkloadBalancingInterpreter interface provided by Janet.ADÉ. Only interpreters that im-
plement the IWorkloadBalancingInterpreter interface can be suspended and re-started.
Janet.ADÉ will detect load imbalances and level them out by evicting commands of sus-
pendable interpreters as required. This process is automatic and transparent. However, the
user has to implement the functionality to suspend and interpreter. For this reason, load
balancing in Janet is said to be semi-transparent. When the system requests an interpreter
to suspend the user has to terminate execution and write context information back into the
interpreter's command. The command is then evicted to some other executor where a dif-
ferent interpreter, defined at the destination executor to execute the received command, re-
sumes execution with the context stored in the command.

Janet does not level out load imbalances by migrating agents. Instead it evicts commands.
This may appear astonishing at first sight, but has many advantages. There is no severe
security problem as with mobile agents. To make migration of mobile agents as safe as
theoretically possible a lot of CPU power is consumed for encryption and decryption of the
agent. Furthermore, evicting entire agents is costly in many ways. Firstly, the agent has to
be transferred with all its commands and permanent data. Secondly, it has to be deregis-
tered from the origin node and registered at the destination node. This is a time consuming
process which makes immediate response to load changes unnecessarily slower. In addi-
tion, when evicting individual commands instead of entire agents load can be balanced at a
finer level of granularity.

Executor-Observer-Distributor Triad

Three different kind of nodes are defined to accomplish load balancing. The different roles
of these nodes are defined by adding an extra capability to their system application. An ex-
ecutor node carries user defined applications. If the user wants her application to benefit
from agent load balancing, she adds suspendable interpreters to her application's capabili-
ties. Then her interpreters are visible to the load balancing system and will be considered
for eviction.

3 http://www.bpelsource.com/
4 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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Every workstation in a cluster needs to have a single observer node. The sole purpose of an
observer is to observe the workstation's CPU load. If a certain CPU load threshold value is
exceeded or fallen below the distributor node is notified. In the former case the distributor
will make all commands of all executor nodes on the workstation be evicted to other execu-
tor nodes with matching capabilities on other workstations (full eviction). In the later case all
executor nodes on the workstation the observer resides on are re-considered for hosting
evicted commands from other workstation's executor nodes.

An executor informs the distributor node whenever its load changes. When the distributor
sees that an executor is about to change to the idle state it evicts a suspenable interpreter
from a different executor on another node with executing or waiting suspenable interpreters
of matching capability (partial eviction). This approach is called recipient-initiated eviction
(the opposite is called sender-initiated eviction). The executor receives a command from the
distributor to evict an interpreter of a specific capability. The executor's interpreter that sus-
pends the user's interpreter is added to the executor's CORE capability to make sure it is
executed with highest priority, thus being able to interrupt the user's interpreter in order to
suspend and evict it.

Load Determination

There are several algorithms to detect load in a cluster. Several of these algorithms are
mentioned in the thesis5. One way to quantify a system's load is to determine the length of
the list of running processes. This approach is called ShortestQueue. Since commands in
Janet are placed in queues and then processed sequentially it is easy to determine the
overall queue length of an executor. This makes applying the ShortestQueue algorithm in
Janet straight-forward, which is one reason this algorithm was chosen. Another reason is
that it delivers good results and does not require additional information from the Java virtual
machine that is difficult to obtain without changing the virtual machine or host operating
system.

Queue Size Categories and Capability Queue Sizes

As mentioned earlier in the text an executor notifies the distributor whenever its load
changes. Notifying the distributor whenever any of the executor's queue changes in length
would result in considerable command traffic in the cluster. To reduce command traffic
Queue Size Categories (QSCs) are introduced, which allow classification of queue lengths.
The distributor only receives a load change notification from the executor when the executor
changes QSC. The user may define several QSCs for her executor node.

5 http://www.objectscape.org/janet/documentation.html#ThesisDocument
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<executor>
<queueSizeCategories>

<queueSizeCategory name="0" maxWaitingCommands="0"
maxExecutingCommands="0" concatenationOperator="and" />

<queueSizeCategory name="1" maxWaitingCommands="0"
maxExecutingCommands="1" concatenationOperator="and" />

<queueSizeCategory name="2" maxWaitingCommands="2"
maxExecutingCommands="1" concatenationOperator="or" />

<queueSizeCategory name="3" maxWaitingCommands="3"
maxExecutingCommands="1" concatenationOperator="and" />

<queueSizeCategory name="4" maxWaitingCommands="20"
maxExecutingCommands="3" concatenationOperator="or" />

<queueSizeCategory name="5" maxWaitingCommands="20"
maxExecutingCommands="3" concatenationOperator="and" />

</queueSizeCategories>
</executor>

Figure 11: Sample executor's QSC definition

Figure 11 shows a sample executor's QSC definition. A QSC definition must always have a
QSC named "0" (QSC0), which is considered by the system to represent the idle state, and
a QSC named "1" (QSC1), which is considered the state by the system where the executor
is just about to become idle. Additional QSCs are optional. It is recommended to define
more QSCs than only QSC0 and QSC1. QSCs can be defined individually per node and
workstation. By defining the same QSCs for different executors or workstations individually
the user has a means to reflect different performance of different hardware.

Applications and capabilities are convenient for partitioning an agent's executable part.
However, these elements make finding a decision how to react to a load change more ef-
fortful. To find an executor with least load to accept an evicted command the distributor
needs to consider all nodes' QSCs and it needs to make sure that candidate executor
nodes dispose of the required capabilities. To address the later issue the concept of Capa-
bility Queue Size (CQS) has been introduced. The CQS of an executor is the sum of the
number of all executing or waiting commands of all agents on an executor of a specific ca-
pability. Whenever an executor changes QSC it attaches a list with the current CQS values
of all its capabilities to the notification command sent to the distributor. When looking for the
least loaded suitable executor a distributor combines QSCs and CQSs of the cluster's
executors to make an eviction decision. For further details the interested user is referred to
the thesis6 document.

Load Balancing vs. Load Sharing

Janet.ADÉ supports both load balancing and load sharing. Load balancing means that a
suspendable interpreter can be suspended during execution and re-started at some other
location whenever the system wants to balance load. Load sharing means that an inter-
preter before it is executed is sent by the distributor to a node with lowest load and matching
capability where it is started and then runs to completion (initial placement). The system ap-
plies load balancing on an interpreter when the user implements the IWorkloadBal-

6 http://www.objectscape.org/janet/documentation.html#ThesisDocument
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ancingInterpreter interface for it. It applies load sharing on an interpreter when the user im-
plements the IWorkloadSharingInterpreter interface. In case several distributors exist in a
cluster the distribution process for load sharing interpreters will receive a speedup. At the
time of writing load balancing does not benefit from more than one distributor in the cluster
since the required coordination between distributors for load balancing has not been imple-
mented so far.

Open Issues

There are several open issued that need to be closed till the first version of the system can
leave the beta state (besides doing some more testing). The most important issues are
listed below:

• Agent aliasing: In the current state of the system a remote agent has to be narrowed by
specifying its complete physical location consisting of node loaction, application name,
capability name, and agent name. Alternatively, an agent needs to be addressable
through an alias.

• There are scalability issues that need to be dealt with, because in Janet every node has
full information in it registry about all the applications with their capabilities and agents
that exist on other node. Whenever a node's registry information changes the change
has to be propagated to all other nodes. Since every node in Janet is connected with
every other node the message traffic increases for propagating registry changes by or-
der of faculty. Some kind of page fault mechanism for agent lookup is considered to im-
prove scalability.

• Observers are currently running in simulated mode. They do not retrieve the work-
station's CPU load from the host operating system somehow. Using simulated observers
is very effective when testing the system since it is easy to create any kind of load
change scenarios. Nevertheless, for load balancing to be based on true load changes
caused by threads outside of Janet "real" observers have to be implemented.

• At the moment interpreters once their execution has been started run to completion. An
agent can therefore not respond to an external event until the currently executing inter-
preter has finished execution. There are several approaches possible to address this is-
sue.  For example, JADE7 applies "interleaving of conversations". The mechanism in
Janet is not clear so far. A solution could be that interpreters executed in response to
exported events are processed by an agent with the use a higher prioritized scheduler.

Future Directions

The future plan for Janet is to publish it and look for developers that would like to join in to
add new functionality or improve conceptual issues. It is planned to make Janet ready for
J2EE by using technologies such as JMS (and eventually XML-RPC for interoperability with
non-Java systems), JNDI, JMX. Janet could be integrated with an open source application
server such as JBoss8. A true clustering solution that supports failover could be imple-

7 http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/jade/
8 http://www.jboss.org
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mented as a research project. Security has to be added so that only commands are ac-
cepted from trusted sources and can only be sent to trusted destinations on a secure con-
nection. Functionality could be added to make agents migrate as well. This would make
sense to react to imbalances in memory usage rather than to react to imbalances in CPU
consumption. There are plenty of ideas of how to continue with the development of Janet.
Only time and resources are needed ...


